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Interference effects in coherent X-ray scattering

In Rayleigh (Coherent) Scattering, photons are scattered by bound atomic electrons
without excitation of the target atom, i. e., the energy of incident and scattered photons is 
the same. 
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For each material, a proper Form Factor including interference effects is required

(used in Geant4)



Interference effects in coherent X-ray scattering
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G4 implementation of interference (MI) effects

 The Penelope model was extended (G4PenelopeRayleighModelMI) to read 

molecular form factors (FF) with interference effects [G. Paterno et al, Physica 

Medica 51 (2018) 64–70]. 

 G4PenelopeRayleighModelMI class coexists  with the “standar” 

G4PenelopeRayleighModel class and it can be selected instead of the standard 

version in the user PhysicsList to activate MI.

 A library of 32 FFs is made available. The database was rationalized avoiding 

redundance and fully validated with respect to previous implementation. 

 Every biological tissue can be segmented in 4 basis components [G. Paterno et 

al, Physics in Medicine and Biology Vol. 65(2020), 245002]. 

 The user can introduce custom form factors with interference (using the 

support of  G4ExtendedMaterial).

• The cross-section is re-calculated integrating the DCS.

• A significant amount of work was done to make the developed code compliant

with the Geant4 official guidelines and avoid any possible bug and memory 

waste.



G4 implementation of interference (MI) effects

Read the Form Factors with Molecular Interference (MIFF)

A new method of G4PenelopeRayleighModelMI: ReadMolInterferenceData(const G4String&,const 

G4String& filename="NULL") is used to read the form factor (FF) with molecular interference (MI) of 

a selected variety of materials, according to a well-defined association “matname” <-> “MIFF” 

(reported in the documentation page). 

MIFF then are stored in a dedicated map (matname is the key):

std::map<G4String,G4PhysicsFreeVector*> *MolInterferenceData;

This map is recalled in BuildFormFactorTable(const G4Material*) method. MT compliant, Tables are 
computed by master thread and passed to the secondary threads.

For materials with MIFF, the cross-section is calculated by integrating the DCS (overriding of 

ComputeCrossSectionPerVolume(const G4Material*) of G4VEmModel). If a coherent scattering 
event occurs, the scattering angle is sampled according to RITA algorithm, which was not modified. 



Decomposition of tissues in basis components

Beef Adipose tissue (Peplow-Verghese, 

1998) = 76% fat + 24% water

No extension needed, simply define a material and label it as “MedMat_a1_a2_a3_a4”, where 
ai are the weight fractions of the 4 basis materials (example: “MedMat_0.80_0.20_0.00_0.00”). 

In the BuildFormFactorTable(const G4Material*) method, the basis FFs are mixed accordingly.
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Form factor defined by the user

NH4NO3

Useful for materials with 

partial crystalline behavior

In the DetectorConstrucion.cc, use the new G4MIdata extension to provide the path of 
the FF file of the material (through setFilenameFF(G4String) method).

It will be used in the BuildFormFactorTable(const G4Material*) method. 



Validation

Simulation of the 

experiment by Evans 

et al., 1991: 

Scattering of

polychromatic X-rays 

(60 kVp and filtration 

of 0.5 mm Cu) from  a 

5 mm-thick 

carcinoma sample.

Simulations agree 

with the experiment.

G. Paternò et al., Physica Medica 51 (2018) 64 -70



Validation and possible use: classification of 

tissues

G. Paterno et al, Physics in 

Medicine and Biology Vol. 

65(2020), 245002

pencil beam of 

20 keV X-rays

Polychromatic 

X-ray beam



saxs example (see dedicated slides)

A dedicated (extended) example was developed 

to show how to enable and exploit molecular 

interference implementation.

• Geometry, materials and X-ray source can be 

set through custom commands (to be used in a 

macro file)

• Material management (the “basis approach” is 

foreseen and can be activated by codifying the 

material composition in its name, e. g.,  

“MedMat_0.25_0.36_0.13_0.36”)

• Scoring through SteppingAction and 

SensitiveDetector (simple scoring screen or Ge 

detector) -> root scripts are provided for data 

analysis

slits

sample

detector

X-ray 

source
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Conclusions

 The development of interference effects in coherent X-ray scattering 

model is completed and it was introduced in the official Geant4 

release (from 10.7). A dedicated example was also implemented and 

made available to users as an official extended example. All the 

documentation describing the developed code was also produced.

• The code developed allows the user to:

- remove scatter from images,

- simulate WAXS/SAXS experiments,

- classify unknown tissues.
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Sampling the scattering angle: RITA algorithm
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rejection method

1. Using the RITA algorithm, sample a random value of q2 from the distribution π(q2), restricted to the interval [0, qmax
2].

2. Set cosθ=1-1/2*q2/k2 (k=E/mec2). (it comes from the definition of q=2E/c[sin(θ /2)]=(E/c[2(1-cosθ)]1/2)

3. Generate a new random number ξ (uniformly distributed in the interval [0,1]).

4. If ξ>g(cosθ), go to step 3. (note that g is a valid rejection function since 0<g1)

5. Deliver cosθ.

First, the occurrence of a coh. scatt. event is determined from σRa, then the angular deflection is sampled

Sampling efficiency higher than 66%


